
English language
learners can more easily
master content when
teaching practices
incorporate strategies
for language learning.

Yu Ren Dong

M
any subject-matter
teachers are currently
asking themselves how
they can help their
English language learners.

Integrated into mainstream subject-
matter classrooms, t^ese students are
expected to use sophisticated English
language and literacy skills—skills that
they are in the process of acquiring in
their English as a second language (ESL)
classes—to master challenging
academic content (Carrasquillo &
Rodriguez, 1996; Dong, 2002, 2004a,
2004b; Genesee, 1993). Maria,' a9th
grade science teacher, describes a
familiar scenario:

In my elassroom, I have ESL students
and students who are newly main-
streamed. StLidents who do not
understand the language usually have
blank looks on their faces. Some of
them try to make sense of the words
by using electronic translators during
the lesstjn. [They] usual!)' get behind
and undcrst;md only half of the day's
material. The next day. these students
start further back in the material than
their English-speaking peers and end
up lost in the curriculum.

With the implementation of tougher
high school graduation standards and

standardized achievement tests, subject-
matter teachers in secondary schools
are increasingly wondering how they
can effectively teach students with
limited English language skills. Research
in second-language acquisition has
shown that adapting classroom discus-
sion, textbook reading, and written
activities to the language pnjficiencies
of English language learners triggers
EngUsh language acquisition in subject-

matter classrooms (Dong, 2002, 2004a,
2004b; Kidd, 1996; Swain, 1996). Much
discussion has focused on making
subject-matter teachers more aware of
students" linguistic and cultural back-
grounds, but little discussion has
focused on strategies that teachers
might use to integrate language and
content in mainstream subject-matter
classes to facilitate English language
acquisition (Swain, 1996).
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Language in the Classroom
Second-lansi-iage researchf rs point out a
number of issues that mainstream
subject-matter teachers would do well
to tackle. Subject-matter teachers should
systematically teach discipline-specific
language. They should also pay atten-
tion to the functioniil use of language in
classroom discussions. Language in the
classroom focuses on such elements as
checking for understanding (as in ""I>o

you follow?"), summarizing (as in "The
main point here is. . . ."), and defining
(as in "What does this mean?"). A
language leamer who is unfamiliar with
the functional use of language in class-
room discussions or who has acquired a
functional use of a different language in
the classroom might have difficulty
understanding, let alone participating
in, the discussion.

Teachers should also use writing as a
leamijig tool to promote language devel-
opment (Carrasquillo & Rodriguez,
1996; Dong, 2002, 2004a; Mohan, 2001;
Snow, Met, & Genesee, 1989; Swain,
1996). It is important to align English
language learners' writing assignments
with the students' language-develop-
ment needs. For example, journal and
poetry writing can facilitate students'
mastery of personal and expressive
language. Comparative writing—
comparing and contrasting concepts,
procedures, and stories—can help
students develop comparative language
structures. Descriptive writing about a
historic event or a scientific
phenomenon encourages students to
purjiosefuUy and meaningfully use
appropriate logical connectors and verb
tenses.

The caliber of classroom discussion is
an important consideration in any type
of classroom. Several studies have exam-
ined classroom discussions in main-
stream subject-matter classes that
enrolled substantial numbers of Knglish
language learners {Harklau, 1999;
Verplaetse, 1998). These studies have
shown that teachers in such classrooms
tend to talk more about pr<K'edtires
than about the significance of the
subject matter and generally pose less
cognitively challenging questions to
English language learners than to native

speakers of English. Subject-matter
teachers need to systematically guide
English language learners'

progressive use of the full functional
range of language and support their
understanding of how language form
is related to meaning in subject area
material. (Mohan, 2001, p. 108)

This relationship between language
form and meaning is reflected, for
example, in the multiple verb tenses
found in historical documents, in the
logical transitional phrases so abundant
in scientific arguments and mathemat-
ical procedures, and in the third-person
point of view common to persuasive
writing. Subject-matter teachers should
identif)' the language that students
specifically need to know—including
the language structures and essential
vocabulary that a teaching unit
requires—and integrate these topics
into daily instruction.

Teachers also need to be aware of
students' English proficiency levels and
cultural and education backgrounds so
they can tailor their instruction to
specific language needs. In New York
City, for example, English language
learners' proficiency levels are
measured by the students' performance
on the standardized test IAB-R
(Language Assessment Battery Test
Revised). Students place in one of three
language proficiency levels: beginning,
intermediate, or advanced. Subject-
matter teachers can leam about their
students' proficiency levels by referring
to the students" program cards, which
often list English language levels and
placement. Teachers can also get this
informatit)!! from the ESL teacher or
department.

During the last eight years, I have
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worked with mainstream subject matter
and ESL teachers. English language
learners, and administrators to develop
methods ot addressing English language
learners' needs and integrating language
into content instruction in mainstream
subject matter classes, I offer here some
examples of effective teaching strategies
that three high school subject-matter
teachers used to integrate language and
content in their classrooms.

Meaningful Mitosis
Sally, a 9th grade biology teacher,
teaches a class that includes English
language learners, newly mainstreanicd
ESL students, and native speakers of
English, In preparing her lessons on the
complex biological process of mitosis,
she first asked the school's ESL teacher
to help identify language that might
pose diftieulties for her English language
learners. After the consultation, she
created a vocabular\' table that delin-
eated the specific language used to
describe the sequence in the niitt)sis
process (see fig. 1),

Using simplified words

in conjunction with

academic language

creates a context-rich

environment for academic

language acquisition.

In addition to the bitilogy words and
phrases that all the students needed to
leam—such as icplkrfU'. iiup/iaite. and
condense—Salh included in the table
such ever) day terms as stick together,
make copies, more to the center, and
sepiinile to provide language support
for her English language learners.
(;onsidcring that mitosis is a complex
and abstract concept. Sally designed a
hands-on activity using construction
paper that enabled her students to visu-

ally and kinesthetically simulate the
mitosis process. Working in pairs,
students cut the constniction paper into
the shapes of chromosomes and cells
and graphically reproduced the
sequence of the mitosis process. Sally
showed the vocabulary' table to her
students and asked them to explain to
the cla,ss—using thi,s vocabulary—what
they had just illustrated graphicaUy.
After the students mastered both the
concept and the language, she asked
them to write a description of the
mitosis process. Here is a sample of
how (Jne English language learner
depicted the various steps:

1, Cell grows to adult and gets ready
to divide,

2, Eather chromosome and mother
chromosome come together. They
make daughter chromosomes.

3, Daughter chromosomes stick
together in center of cell,

4, They then separate and become
two individual chromosomes.

5, They go to opposite sides of the
ceU.

With the help of Sally's vocabulary
table, students were able to combine
their sentences into a panigraph that
incorjKjrated these scientific expres-
sions. The teacher also introduced
appropriate transitional words,
including/»x/, tben, afterward, and
finally. After following these steps, the
same student wrote the following para-
graph:

Wlien the father cliromosome and
the mother chromosome come
together, they fonn a cell. They then
go through ihc mitosis prt)cess. Eirst
in intcrphase, each parent chromo-
some makes a cop\ of itself- llien
during prophiLse the daughter chro-
mosomes stick together and look like
double chromosumes, Aftcrw;ird,
these Lhroniost)nits go through
inetaphasc as they move to the
center of the cell and line up. They
then go through anaphase in which
they .separate :ind become two indi-
vidual ciironiosonics, Einally, these
individual cliromosoniLS move to
opposite |')oles of the cell and the cell
divide-s and goes through the mitosis
process all over again.
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In her lesson on mitosis, Sally used
Sfvcrai important strdttrj;ics to improve
student comprehension. First, mstead of
taking language for granted, she asked
for the ESL teacher s input on the
language part of her lesson. The collabo-
ration generated a chart that sequenced
the complex concepts of mitosis in
manageable chunks and pinpointed the
specific vocabular\' that the English
language learners in the class needed to
master to fully comprehend the topic.
Also, having students illustrate the
mitosis process through hands-on
learning before verbalizing it proved
successful because students focused on
meaning first. The activity gives learning
a context in a way that memorizing
abstract terms cannot, and it enables
students at lower levels of language
proficiency to participate in the learning
process. t)nce the students were able to
articulate in sentences their under-
standing of mitosis, they had sufficient
language support to create a paragraph.

What Would You Have Done?
Joe. an 11th grade social studies
teacher, teaches a class that includes
both English language learners and
native English speakers. In a unit on
World War II and the dropping of the
atomic bomb. Joe tried to ease the
potential difficulty of reading the text-
book by having students read excerpts
from Hersey's Hiroshima. Students also
read a modified historical essay on the
topic. On the basis of their readings, Joe
and his class came up with a graphic
representation of decisions that Presi-
dent Truman could have made about
whether or not to drop the atomic
bomb on Japan (see fig. 2, p. 18).

To familiarize his English language
learners with the correct use of
language stmcture. Joe asked the class
to use the following sentence struc-
tures: I/I were . . . . I would. . . . -.indAs
Presidetit Truman. I would. . . . One
English language learner s written
response follows.

If I were Dr. Tahuchi {a physician
who experienced the event first-
hand], I would have panicked. Erom

F I G U R E

Interphase

• Mother
chromosome

• Father
chromosome

• Make copies

• Replicate

• Duplicate

• Double

1 Key Words in Mitosis

Prophase

• Daughter
chromosome

• Stick
together

• Combine

• Condense i

M eta phase

• Move to
the center

• Line up

Anaphase

• Separate

• Divide
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Telophase

• Move to
opposite poles

the first person 1 saw. 1 would have
fainted. But being a doctor, I would
have tried to at least help the people
that I think could have survived this
horrible thing.

As President Truman, I would never
question what I did that day, I won t
feel bad. Did Japan feel bad when
they bombed and destroyed our
ships and killed our people? If I feel
bad and am sorr}' for a country. I
won t go to war or even be presi-
dent. That s m\ job to be stronger
than anyone else emotionally and
mentally.

What is noteworthy about this unit is
the way Joe engaged his English
language learners in responding to this
piece of world histor>\ In the decision
chart, he provided language support for
his English language learners by clari-
f>ing certain words or expressions. For
example, he showed in parentheses that
suppose means what //"and that intimi-
dated means scared. Using simplified
words in conjunction witii academic
language does not sacrifice academic
content but creates instead a context-
rich environment for academic language
acquisition.

In addition, Joe assigned fiction and
modified primary source reading to his
students because such reading not only
provides authentic materials for learning
historical content, but it also breaks
down dense textbook language to
enhance comprehension. These texts
promote student engagement by

bringing the students closer to the topic
under study.

Finally, Joe asked the students to write
two different responses: one from the
first-person perspective of someone who
has witnessed the devastation of the
atomic bomb and the other from Presi-
dent Truman s perspective. Using modi-
fied texts, graphic organizers, language
supports, and multiple perspectives on
the issue, Joe engaged liis students at
both the content and language levels.
By building these linguistic bridges
(Gibbons, 2(K)3). Joe not only helped his
students with the assignment but also
broadened and enriched their language
so that they could construct new content
knowledge.

The Language of Life
Before teaching biology to a class of
English language learners. Terr\'. a high
school biology teacher, took a course in
second-language acquisition and several
multicultural education courses through
her masters program. Terr>- understands
that comprehension is key, and she pays
special attention to creating a rich and
meaningful context for learning scien-
tific language. Keenly aware of language
issues embedded in biology textbooks,
Terry decided to explicitly teach biolog-
ical language. In the process, she built a
positive environment, encouraging
students to ask questions, think on their
t)wn, and articulate those thoughts.

The following exchange on the classi-
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F I G U R E 2 D e c i s i o n Cha r t

4s President Truman, should I drop the atomic bomb

Decision

Tell the Japanese that we
have developed an
atomic bomb and invite
them to see the test in
New Mexico.

Drop the atomic bomb.

Don't drop the atomic
bomb but continue with
conventional (air)
bombing.

Disadvantages

We have only two
atomic bombs.

Suppose (what if) the
first one fails to explode?

Suppose the Japanese are
not impressed or intimi-
dated (scared) by it?

Thousands of Japanese
w\\\ be killed, including
civilians (men who are
not fighting as well as
women and children).

Many lives—both U.S.
and Japanese—will be
lost. It might be a long
battle, with a possible
invasion of Japan.

on Japan?

Advantages

Japan may surrender
(give up).

We can avoid much
loss of life.

This should force Japan
to surrender and will save
U.S. lives. It will also
show U.S. military power
and its influence in the
world.

Future generations won't
be held responsible for
(won't have to account
for) the devastation
(sadness over the huge
damage) caused by
atomic bombs. The
United States won't be
the first and only nation
to use atomic weapons.

fication of organisms took place in
Terry's class.

Sludenl 1 laddressing tlie teacher]:
Wliafs the difference between an
aiitotroph and a hetcrotroph?

Teacher: Terrific! What is the differ-
ence between an autotroph and a
heterotroph? | The class is silent.]
Look at the word. [She points to the
word iiutotri>ph.\ Auto mean.s what?
Remember what we said about an
automatic car? So auto means . . .

Student 2:

Teacher: Exactly.

Student 3' My dad has an automatic
ear.

Teacher: What makes it automatic?

Student ,i* It changes gears by itself.

Teacher: WonderfLil! Thai s why it s
called automatic. So an autotroph
is . . .
Student 4: An organism that makes
food by itself.

Teacher: Yes, it makes its own food
from raw materials.

Student 3: We make our own food.

Teacher: Well, we can go into the
kitchen and make our own food. But
we can't make it from raw materials,
like simlight and water, and another
word lor make \s produce. ]She
•writesproduce on the board.]
Autotrophs produce food, lliat's the
difference. Heterotrophs—like you
and I and the rest of the animal
kingdom—can't produce our own
food. So how do we get food?

Student 4: By hunting.

Teacher: Hunting? How do } ou get
your food? (She asks student S.l

Student 5.- By cooking.

Teacher: Himting, cooking, growing,
fishing, and going to Patlimark. But
autotrophs can t pick themselves up
to hunt, go fishing, or go to Path-
mark. Iliey have to find another way.
So what is a heterotroph then?

Student (x A heterotroph is an
organism that can't produce its own
food.

In my yearlong observation of Terry's
classes, the teacher showed special
interest in the questions that students
asked. When the sttident in the example
asked about the difference between an
autotroph and a heterotroph, Terr\-
engaged the students in thinking about
the morphological aspect of the
language. By offering extensive real-life
examples to create a rich cotitext for
meaning, she led students to discover
the meaning for themselves. The
dialogue between Terry and her
students focuses on content and
meaning rather than on procedures.
During the lesson, one student thought
humans were autotrophs because
humans make their own food. Grasping
that teaching moment, Tcrr>' introduced
the key difference between the two
terms by using synonyms and additional
examples to constrtict new knowledge.

With Language in Mind
These teachers' efforts suggest ways in
which mainstream subject-matter
teachers can identify' and teach discipline-
specific language within subject-matter
classrooms. It is helpful for subject-
matter teachers to collaborate with ESL
teachers to plan and pro\ide instruction
that keeps both curricular objectives
and language objectives in mind (Kidd,
1996). For example, an English teacher
presenting Langston Hughes's poem
"Harlem" miglit specify the following
two language objectives:

{!) Students will develop their
expressive vocabular>\ such as adjec-
tives describing their American
dreams, and (2) students will famil-
iarize themselves with the ques-
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tioning technique that
Ihiphes uses in the poem
to engage tlif reader.

Integrating language into
content instruction in main-
stream subject-matter class-
rooms requires subject-
matter teachers to be
knowledgeable about disci-
plinc'-specifie language and
classroom language use and
to incorporate language
objectives that arc responsive
to English language develop-
ment in the lesson. Inte-
grating modified language
into content instruction is
also important. Modified
language retcrs to the varied
ways of making diseipline-
speeific vocabulan compre-
hensible for English language
learners. A social studies
teacher can, for example,
provide a glossary ot key
words tiscd in the lesson, and
a chemistn' teacher can use
gestures, simplified descrip-
tions, and drawings to
conimtinicate the meaning of
specific concepts.

Our mainstream subject-
matter classes are becoming increasingly
linguistically and ctilturally diverse. It is
imperative that SLibject-mattc-r teachers
sensitize their instruction to English
language learners" backgrotinds and
needs and teach subject-matter knowl-
edge through language. Ql

'Names used in this article are
pseudonyms.
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